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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) devices work mainly in wireless mediums;
requiring different Intrusion Detection System (IDS) kind of solutions to leverage
802.11 header information for intrusion detection. Wireless-speciﬁc trafﬁc features with high information gain are primarily found in data link layers rather than
application layers in wired networks. This survey investigates some of the complexities and challenges in deploying wireless IDS in terms of data collection
methods, IDS techniques, IDS placement strategies, and trafﬁc data analysis techniques. This paper’s main ﬁnding highlights the lack of available network traces
for training modern machine-learning models against IoT speciﬁc intrusions. Speciﬁcally, the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) Cup dataset is reviewed
to highlight the design challenges of wireless intrusion detection based on current
data attributes and proposed several guidelines to future-proof following trafﬁc
capture methods in the wireless network (WN). The paper starts with a review
of various intrusion detection techniques, data collection methods and placement
methods. The main goal of this paper is to study the design challenges of deploying intrusion detection system in a wireless environment. Intrusion detection system deployment in a wireless environment is not as straightforward as in the
wired network environment due to the architectural complexities. So this paper
reviews the traditional wired intrusion detection deployment methods and discusses how these techniques could be adopted into the wireless environment
and also highlights the design challenges in the wireless environment. The main
wireless environments to look into would be Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN),
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) and IoT as this are the future trends and a lot
of attacks have been targeted into these networks. So it is very crucial to design an
IDS speciﬁcally to target on the wireless networks.
Keywords: Internet of Things; MANET; intrusion detection systems; wireless
networks
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1 Introduction
Computer system must ensure Conﬁdentiality and integrity against network security attacks. Jhanjhi
et al. [1] describes that interconnectivity of huge number of devices and excessive usage of internet and
data sharing increase the chances of security. Wanda et al. [2] refers to intrusions as an act of disrupting
the network trafﬁc by compromising the integrity and conﬁdentiality of computer systems.
Tartakovsky et al. [3] describe Intrusion detection as the process of detecting and analyzing intrusions in
a network by monitoring the trafﬁc of a computer device or network for signs of intrusions that can be
triggered by intruders, while IDs is deﬁned as a system that is either represented in software or hardware
to accommodate the process of detecting and analyzing intrusions in a network. Liao et al. [4] categorizes
the various forms of IDs, such as host-based, network-based, wireless-based, network behavior analysis,
and mixed IDs. According to Anthi et al. [5], a simple IDs consists of sensors, an analysis engine, and a
reporting system to allow data collection, analysis, and detection of anomalies in the network, as well as
generating a warning to report the detected intrusion in the system.
Since IDs consists of many components and features, a detailed analysis on these as a complete survey
could contribute to the literature. This survey paper differs from others in the literature by providing a
comparison between wired and WNs and providing the taxonomy of IDs in wired and WNs as shown in
Fig. 1. This survey can beneﬁt those embarking into IDs for WNs and mainly in IoT and any ad hoc
networks. The paper is organized by providing a comparison between wired and wireless IDS in
Section 2. Section 3 covers the IDS architectures that covers the data collection methods, detection
techniques and deployment strategies. The wireless IDS design challenges and recommendations is
discussed in Section 4. The paper in concluded in Section 5.
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2 Comparison between Wired and Wireless Ad Hoc IDSs
Ad hoc and IoT WNs consists of very power constrained devices that work on the wireless medium most of
the time. Although IoT devices can communicate in peer to peer fashion like an ad-hoc network; most IoT
devices talk to a centralized server (similar to Software Deﬁned Network (SDN)) for device management
and coordinations. To the best of our knowledge most of the research area in IDS focuses on traditional
wired networks. Applying the wired network research of IDS at WNs may not be feasible due to the
architectural differences of ad hoc networks. Traditional security countermeasures and privacy enforcement
cannot be directly applied to ad hoc networks technologies due to the three fundamental aspects: (1) limited
computing power of ad hoc network components, (2) the high number of interconnected devices and (3)
sharing of data among users and objects [6]. Moreover, intrusion response to WNs depends on the type of
intrusion, network protocols and applications in use and the conﬁdence in the evidence, which is different
from wired networks. The main challenge is the nature of WNs, unlike wired network, in WNs centralized
access control is hard to be implemented due to the distributed nature of WNs. Wireless IDs will need to
collect as much protocol data from the WNs as needed. Moreover, in WNs, there are speciﬁc vulnerabilities
in physical and data link (Medium Access Control (MAC) vulnerability) layer which was not really
attempted in designing wired IDS. Therefore, just deploying a wired IDS into wireless IDS would be just a
false hope as it may not be able to detect some speciﬁc wireless attacks especially at data link layer.
Moreover, deploying IDS in ad hoc networks is not as easy as it is anticipated and a detailed analysis of
this challenges needs to be addressed before proposing a suitable IDS in wireless ad hoc networks [7].
Some of the challenges of IDS in ad hoc wireless are given below
 Frequent change of topology in ad hoc networks
 Open protocol which is vulnerable to many attacks—Since there is no ﬁxed wired connection to the
nodes in ad hoc networks, any adversary can join and leave the network anytime. It is hard to detect
the attack nodes since the protocol is very open.
 Hard to detect by just looking at MAC address (wireless IDS survey)—Although there can be some
mechanisms to detect the MAC address of the attack nodes, the node can easily change the MAC
address since MAC address conﬁguration in wireless just works by software conﬁguration.
 Nodes are always mobile—It is very hard to deploy a centralized IDs since the nodes in ad hoc
networks are keep moving and therefore a centralized IDS is not feasible.
 Resource Limitation of wireless nodes and wireless channels—Most of the times, nodes in ad hoc
networks comprises of tiny devices with limited processing and storage capability which hinders
the deployment of IDS in these resource constrained devices. Moreover ad hoc networks depend
on wireless network such Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZgiBee or other mediums which has constraint in
channel bandwidth allocation.
 Very high false positive and false negative—The dynamic organization of the network in ad hoc
networks yields more false positive and false negative than wired networks
2.1 Wired and Wireless IDS Architecture
The wired or standard IDS architecture used to connect all the devices with a cable. The IDS console will
play the role to monitor and analyze the network trafﬁc. When trafﬁc or packet is coming from the internet,
the router will pass the data to the IDS server, the IDS server will do the trafﬁc collection process
and machine learning process. Basically, the IDS do not drop any packet since the job of IDS is to collect
and analyze the data. The wired IDS required more component and device for the network setup, it
mainly includes router, switch, IDS console, IDS server, and other end devices. Fig. 2a shows the
wired IDs architecture
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The wireless IDS architecture looks like a wired IDS architecture, but the difference is use of wireless
access point for the network connectivity. The wireless IDS architecture is more convenient to the ad hoc
network devices since most of the ad hoc network devices are using a wireless sensor to make the
connection. Due to this, the communications between devices are exchanged in 802.11 packets that is
very different from Ethernet frames (in terms of trafﬁc headers and attributes). Furthermore, the typical
components in a wireless IDS are the console, database server, and sensors. The network setup of
wireless IDS might be easier since there are fewer cable will be installed. As a conclusion, the wireless
IDS is more suitable for investigating the ad hoc network trafﬁc and IDS architecture [8]. Fig. 2b shows
the wireless IDS architecture.

Figure 2: (a) Wired IDS architecture, (b) Wireless IDS architecture
3 IDs Architectures in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks
Although IDS is used to detect any intrusion, it has its own downside. The main issue with the IDS
technologies is the accuracy of the detection. The accuracy of the IDS technologies can be measured by
two parameters, false positive (FP) and false negative (FN). FP is generated when the system identiﬁed
an intrusion, but it is actually not. For FN it is generated when the system does not detect any intrusion
but in fact, intrusion happened. The other way to look at FN is that the system fails to detect the
intrusion. To contemplate on the security of a system, a large number of security system administrator
tend to choose to decrease FNs and increase FPs [9].
So, in order to propose and implement a suitable IDS in wireless ad hoc, a detailed analysis of IDS
architecture is crucial. As shown in Fig. 1, this paper presents a survey of IDS in terms of data collection
methods, detection techniques, IDS placement methods and analysis techniques. The literature presented
is extracted from both traditional wired IDS as well as wireless IDS in place as most of these techniques
does not differ much between wired and wireless. The uniqueness of this paper lies in the design
challenges and recommendation for wireless IDS and the trafﬁc analysis methods to study the feasibility
of existing datasets available.
3.1 Intrusion Data Collection Methods
Data collection in wired and wireless network for the purpose of intrusion detection can be either
collected from the behavior based or trafﬁc analysis. Behavior based data collection is normally focusing
much on the performance of the system such as Windows error reporting, web server performance,
console log ﬁles [10], CPU usage, energy consumption and many other such similar data. This kind of
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behavior data collection is very suitable when the area of analysis is not very much related to network data.
For example, in order to perform malware detection at the operating system level, behavior analysis is the
much-preferred solution. But behavior-based data collection will not be effective when detecting network
related attacks as most of these attacks can only be shown at the respective network, transport, or data
link layer. In this kind of situations, trafﬁc analysis has greater advantage. Using trafﬁc analysis, attack
and non-attack data can be generated from the different Open System Interconnection (OSI) layers.
Different layers would reﬂect different kinds of data. For example, at the network layer, source and
destination IP address, time to live, packet length are some examples of relevant data to network attacks.
Whereas at the transport layer; port no, sequence number and ﬂags can uniquely represent the deviation
from normal to abnormal data. So, this is the reason why for most of the network related attacks like
Denial of Service (DOS), syn ﬂooding, botnet and others, trafﬁc data is more signiﬁcant. In most of the
wireless system more speciﬁcally in ad hoc and IoT, trafﬁc based collection method is better than
behavior based collection method [11].
There are a lot of trafﬁc analysis related data already available which consists of attack and non-attack
data. KDD cup is one such example which has about 22 different attacks related to network and transport
layer which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.4. There are other related datasets available such as
Predict 2014, Caida 2014, Kyoto Dataset 2014, ICS Attack Dataset 2014 and Adfa intrusion detection
datasets 2014 [12].
3.2 Intrusion Detection Techniques
This section describes the commonly used intrusion detection techniques
3.2.1 Signature Based
Based on the survey, Liao et al. [4] describes IDS as an organized matching pattern that is used to detect
the intrusion. There are several mechanisms used to detect in which they are differentiated by the
representation and matching algorithms used. The approaches used are like pattern recognition, expert
systems, state transition analysis and colored petri nets [13]. Signature based is one of the simplest and
most effective method in detecting attacks but not well at detecting unknown attacks. And it also has a
big challenge to keep the signatures up to date whilst a time-consuming approach [4]. But alternately
signature based IDS produces less false positive signals as this system only responds to bad behavior
nodes. The system must look for very speciﬁc signatures and the dictionary must provide signature and
every speciﬁc attack vectors. This kind of IDS can work on univariate data like bytes transmitted, system
history and also on multivariate data that has speciﬁc sequences [14]. One major challenge in this
approach is to create a huge list of signatures to produce better prediction of attacks. But huge signature
database requires longer processing and also incurs longer delay. So an optimal signature size and
performance is essential in this kind of IDS [14]. Signature based intrusion detection (Fig. 3) works
similar like antivirus in which it can detect all known signatures or attack patterns but becomes of no use
when unknown attacks are present. SNORT is one good example of signature-based IDS in which the
header information like source address, destination address and ports are used as signatures and the
options ﬁeld like payload is used to analyze the network trafﬁc that corresponds to the signature. Kumar
et al. [15,16] developed signature based IDS using virtual machine platforms to detect intrusions in the cloud.
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Figure 3: Signature-based detection IDS reacts to incoming attacks [17]
3.2.2 Anomaly Based
In Anomaly based intrusion as shown in Fig. 4, a normal proﬁle of the network trafﬁc is kept in the
system. An intrusion is detected when the system detects an unusual trafﬁc that deviates from the normal
proﬁle trafﬁc. The common techniques used here are data mining, neural networks, and statistics.
Training data that is created by supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised is needed in order to create
a normal proﬁle data. Anomaly-based intrusion detection is further categorized into three speciﬁc
domains: statistical-based, knowledge-based and machine learning-based [18,19] as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: Anomaly based IDs [20]
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Figure 5: Classiﬁcation of anomaly based IDs according to detection algorithms [21]
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Based on statistical based anomaly IDS, the network trafﬁc behavior proﬁle is created. The proﬁle is set
as a reference when the network trafﬁc is running in normal condition. The IDS will continue comparing the
new proﬁle data with the reference created earlier. When the proﬁle shows a signiﬁcant mismatch from the
reference, then the trafﬁc is ﬂagged as abnormal. Whereas in knowledge-based anomaly IDS, the intrusion is
detected by using the current network trafﬁc or data whether being in the normal condition or in abnormal
condition. Knowledge based intrusion can be performed by using expert system, description languages like
Uniﬁed Modelling Language (UML), Finite State Machine (FSM) and clustering algorithms [22].
Machine learning based is more automatic in the sense that the system is able to learn the network proﬁle
and use it to detect any intrusive activities in the network. Machine learning based IDs is discussed in further
detail in the following section due to its popularity. In 1959, Arthur Samuel deﬁned Machine learning (ML)
as “ﬁeld of study that gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed”. Basically,
there are two things that the ML do that is classiﬁed and predict the data depends on the properties of the data
that ML learns during the training phase. Also, ML requires an objective. The three main learning approaches
in ML is unsupervised, semi-supervised, and supervised. Among the common method of these approaches is
using support vector machine which is presented in Bhatti et al. [23].
Artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) is designed to work like the human brain. This has made the ANN to be
much more capable than the usual machine learning models. A neural network consists of artiﬁcial neurons
called units in each of the layers. The unit in a layer is connected to each of the unit in the next layer. An ANN
has at least three layers, the input layer, hidden layers, and the output layer. The input layer serves as the way
for the ANN to receive information and the output unit will respond accordingly after the information is
being processed and learned. The hidden layers are located between the input layer and the output layer.
There could have one or multiple hidden layers in ANN that structure most of the artiﬁcial brain. There is
one more important feature in the ANN which is called a weight. Every connection in ANN has a weight
and its value could be either positive or negative. The main objective of ANN is to learn and retrain the
information in compliance with the input data and the output data [24]. ANN has been applied in some of
the areas such as image processing and character recognition.
Some ANN based IDS have been done and a survey was carried to compare the different ANN models in
Shah et al. [25]. One of the ANN model used is the Back Propagation Neural Network (BPNN). Many
researchers prefer to use this model due to the advantages it provides. Shah et al. [25] has used this model
because of the precise prediction and ﬁner perseverance. The learning approach they used in BPNN is
supervised learning. In their experiment, the authors ﬁnd out that the time taken required for the model to
train by using one hidden layer is shorter than using two layers. From the experiment, the authors also
noticed that the model has problem of local minima and need more time to recover. The BPNN model
showed good results in detecting known and unknown attacks but it also need great number of epoch and
hence requires much time to train. It is also needed to deﬁne a state to end the training because too much
training will worsen the performance of the model. Ullah et al. [26] uses Self-Taught Learning (STL) that
consists of two stages which is unsupervised feature learning and the classiﬁcation on labeled data using
NSL-KDD dataset. On the other hand, Shone et al. [27] employed non-symmetric auto-encoder and random
forests developing an unsupervised IDs that improved the detection rate while reducing the training time
tremendously. The research was carried out using NSL-KDD dataset as well. Tang et al. [28] conducted
deep learning intrusion detection using software deﬁned network whereby the system was implemented in
the SDN controller. This SDN controllers should be able to monitor the open-ﬂow switches and collect their
statistics as and when needed to increase the detection accuracy. Whereas, Yin et al. [29] employed
recurrent neural network-based classiﬁcation using NSL-KDD cup dataset separating the training and
testing data that can effectively evaluate the intrusions in both binary and multiclass classiﬁcation.
A lot of framework has been used for deep learning networks whereby [30] used H2O framework for its
application using Python and Scala. The implementation could cover wide range of interfaces, but only
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limited number of models are supported and it is less ﬂexible. Luckow et al. [31] used Tensorﬂow using
Python for its application. The work could provide fast long short-term memory (LSTM) training and
could support to visualize network but the training phase is slower compared to other Python based
frameworks. Luckow et al. [31] also used Python based framework for IoT application whereby this work
supports various models and fast LSTM training on GPU while Komar et al. [32] used Caffe framework
Anomaly based IDs is very good at detecting new and unanticipated vulnerabilities but are less
dependent on operating system. But anomaly-based IDs can produce low detection accuracy due to
constant change of activities and are normally not available when new proﬁles are being built. One key
advantage of anomaly-based IDs is, it does not really look for any speciﬁc activities which means it does
not need to fully specify all attack vectors and does not require the dictionary to be fully up to date. But
this can also possibly cause more false positive signals. The system can also be vulnerable during the
testing or proﬁling phase. In anomaly based detection, the normal behavior must be updated regularly
since the network behavior changes frequently [33].
3.2.3 Speciﬁcations Based
Speciﬁcation based intrusion detection focuses more on anomaly at the system level as compared to
anomaly-based IDS that looks for anomaly at user proﬁles or data ﬂows. But it works in the similar way
whereby it deﬁnes the normal behaviors and detects anomaly when the system deviates from the normal
behavior. This IDS produces lesser false positives than anomaly-based IDS since the system learns that only
what legitimate behaviors deﬁned by the expert is classiﬁed as normal and otherwise it is classiﬁed as
abnormal. In another word, this system only works well only with the bad behaviors that disrupts the deﬁned
speciﬁcations in the system. The system is also effective in the sense that no training phase is required that
makes it available immediately. The only disadvantage is that a lot of effort is required to deﬁne the formal
speciﬁcations. This kind of IDS is effective in detecting insider attacks as it looks for abnormal behaviors in
the system mainly on the system disruptions. On the other hand, it is not effective in detecting outsider
attacks because it is mainly taking actions performed by insider and it is very much application centric. It is
a kind of anomaly detection without having speciﬁc user, group or data proﬁles. The legitimate behaviors are
deﬁned by human and anything that deviates from this is speciﬁed as misbehaving nodes. This kind of IDS
is suitable for nodes that is resource constraint whereby user, group or data proﬁles cannot be stored [14].
Sobh [34] points out that anomaly based intrusion detection looks for bad behavior effects whereas misuse
detection looks for bad behaviors. In this case speciﬁcation-based IDS combines both characteristics by
manually specifying certain speciﬁcations that is constraint to detect legitimate system behavior.
3.2.4 Reputation Based
This kind of IDS is different from the earlier IDS discussed as this IDS normally looks for selﬁsh nodes
rather than looking for malicious nodes. But in the event that a misbehavior node is detected, the reputation
manager has to look for ways to look into guarding the network in order to keep the reputation. One main
challenge in this system is the distribution of the challenge score. Example of challenge scores are like
packets sourced over packets destined, packets forwarded over packets sourced and many more. This
kind of approach is suitable for large networks where a priori trust knowledge is not feasible. Reputation
management is very suitable for ad hoc networks like Vehicular Area Network (VANET) and MANET [14].
3.3 IDs Architectures in Ad Hoc Networks
This section describes the architecture of IDs in Ad hoc networks
3.3.1 Audit Material
As we know, IDS can be deployed in every single node for monitoring node performances which is
known as Host-based IDS (HIDS) (Fig. 6a) and can also be deployed in the entire network environment
which is known as Network-based IDS (NIDS) (Fig. 6b). NIDS normally looks for intrusions like DOS
attacks and port scans that attempt to disrupt network activities. A HIDS collects data from one host and
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analyze it to detect intrusive event. This sort of IDS usually requires the host to install a small program to
generate system logs or audit traits of operating system and analyzes the system behavior of nodes like
looking at system ﬁles, network events, system calls, and modiﬁcation on host kernels and also behavior
of the program. When any deviation happens from the normal behavior, an intrusion is detected in this
particular host. The chosen parameters will determine the effectiveness of the HIDS [35]. A summary of
IDS architecture is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 6: (a) Host based IDs [20], (b) Network IDs [20]
IDS Architecture
Network -based

Host-Based

Shandalone

Collaborative
Centralized
Hierarchical
Fully Distributed

Figure 7: IDS placement architecture
A Distributed IDS (DIDS) is essentially an IDS which contains multiple IDS such as HIDS, NIDS, etc. It is
most likely to be deployed in a large network which require different types of IDS to monitors the network
trafﬁcs for intrusive events. DIDS uses detection components and correlation managers to connect and
combine information gathered from those IDSs. DIDS is able to make use of both anomaly and signaturebased intrusion detection, granting it the ability to detect both known and unknown attacks from the
hackers [36]. NIDS normally inspects IP and transport layer headers employing either anomaly based or
signature based IDs [37]. These HIDS and NIDS can be deployed using several different architectures.
3.3.2 Stand-alone IDs
Standalone architecture is very similar in concept as NIDS whereby IDs runs in every single node. The
decision is made based on the information collected from the independent node. Node do not communicate or
cooperate in order to make IDS decisions and therefore no information is exchanged between nodes. In this
kind of IDS, nodes within the same network does not have any information on activities on other nodes as no
alert information is shared among nodes. This approach may not be a very viable solution unless each node
can run independently on its own without any limitations in terms of processing and storage capacity.
Moreover, this approach is more suitable for ﬂat architecture as compared to hierarchical architecture.
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This IDS is not a suitable solution for MANET and IoT as information collected by each node is not sufﬁcient
to detect malicious events [38].
3.3.3 Collaborative IDs
A collaborative IDS is combination of several HIDS, and NIDS deployed over a large network that
communicates with each other or to a centralized system for network monitoring purposes. In a
collaborative IDS, the individual system can collect intrusion data, analyze and respond by itself or can
be sent to a central system or even can be distributed to multiple systems amongst each other. Therefore,
a collaborative IDS can be a centralized IDS, distributed IDS and can be a hierarchical IDS system too.
This kind of collaborative IDS systems is useful since it can detect known and unknown attacks as it has
both NIDS and HIDS as a whole [39].
3.3.4 Centralized IDs
In centralized IDS as shown in Fig. 8, one central node acts as the coordinating node whereby all other
nodes act as detecting nodes which produces alerts locally. These alerts are then sent to the central server for
analysis and decision making. DIDS [40] is one example of centralized IDS in which multiple IDS are put
into one single system to detect intrusions in the entire network. Each local IDS would collect any abnormal
activities within the individual system then converts it into a uniform format and forwards to the centralized
agent for analysis. DShield is another example of centralized IDS which collects logs from ﬁrewall and IDS
systems deployed globally. Any users of DShield can submit their logs to the DShield database which would
be processed centrally by the DShield database. The analysis generated from the central database would
report on attack events, vulnerable ports and any other vulnerabilities. NSTAT is another such example of
distributed collection and centralized coordination of attacks. It works on client-server basis whereby the
client is responsible for collecting and processing the audit trails and sending them to the central server.
Whereas the server is responsible in integrating them and making analysis. Centralized IDS poses one
major challenge as most of the analysis and decision is made on the central point of control. Any
disruption of service on the single central node will hinder the performance of the entire system.
Moreover, since data collection and alerts is performed at every single node, nodes must have sufﬁcient
capacity when huge volume of data enters [41].

Figure 8: Centralized IDs [42]
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3.3.5 Distributed IDs
Distributed IDS as presented in Fig. 9, is a much-preferred solution for IoT and MANET as the nature of
them is distributed. In distributed IDS every node participant in response by having an agent running in each
of them [43]. Agent plays important roles by collecting information from every node, detecting intrusion and
ﬁnally making response decisions. But neighboring IDS agents can collectively make decisions when a
conclusive decision cannot be made by one single agent. This is known as Cooperative Distributed IDS
(CDIDS) [44]. Sanjay et al. [45] proposed a distributed IDS to detect DDoS attacks in cloud environment
by deploying mutual agent-based approach. The cloud is divided into multiple regions and IDS agents in
each region is responsible for notifying other regions if any intrusion is detected in its own region.
Severity level is calculated in each region from the alerts received from other regions. New attacks
detected based on the severity level is added to the rule-based system for collaborative use.

Figure 9: Distributed IDs [46]
3.3.6 Hierarchical IDs
Since centralized IDS is not scalable in nature, hierarchical architecture is proposed for that reason. In
hierarchical architecture, nodes join into group of similar nature such as geography, administrative control,
similarity in software platforms and types of intrusions. In hierarchical IDS, the entire system is classiﬁed
into clusters by having one single node as cluster head in each cluster. All other nodes report to the
cluster head in their respective cluster. Every single node is equipped with an IDS agent responsible for
monitoring and deciding intrusions in its local node. A cluster head is also responsible for its local node
as well as globally to collect intrusion data from its member nodes and deciding on the response event. In
some cases, the analysis from the cluster head nodes will be further sent to the higher nodes for further
processing [47].
3.3.7 Mobile agents for IDs
MANET also introduces mobile agents (MA) in its IDS deployment. Some nodes deployed as mobile
agents to perform one speciﬁc task whereas all other nodes perform more functions. Due to its mobility
nature, one or more mobile agents are distributed in each network. Mobile agent-based IDS (Fig. 10) ease
the system whereby some functions are only assigned to mobile agents without burdening every nodes in
the network. This is major contributing factor to reduce energy consumption in MANET whereby energy
consumption is very crucial in MANET [48]. Dastjerdi et al. [49] has proposed and implemented an IDs
which utilizes MA to detect intrusions in cloud environment.
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Figure 10: Mobile agents [50]
4 Design Challenges of Wireless IDS and Recommendations
One of the weaknesses of traditional wired IDS is it does not generally detect network intrusion from
internal hosts of the network. Although it is possible to protect an organization internal network from
wireless attackers, make sure there is only one link between the WNs and the main network, such a
network IDs will not cover all of the trafﬁc on the WN [51]. The traditional wired IDS may meet some
challenge of securing the WN because it fundamentally ignores the monitoring of airspace from which
most attacks are perpetrated. The wired IDS is not suitable for analyzing WN because most of the ad hoc
network device is using a wireless connection point and connected with a WN. To further argue on that
some of the problems of detecting intrusions in wireless network are Inconsistency of the strength of
signal, difﬁculty in detecting unofﬁcial user, interference of Radio Frequency, numerous channels, various
type of protocols and location of sensors [52].
4.1 IoT Networks
The IoT connected devices in 2018 was 23.14 billion, and there are different behaviors and
characteristics of network trafﬁc on each IoT devices, so should select the devices that is commonly used
by people. After that, one must collect a huge amount of data on the IoT network in order to understand
the IoT network trafﬁc behavior and the characteristic. The lack of availability of large real-world
datasets for IoT has become the challenge for IDS in IoT. At last, need to select a set of algorithms for
analyzing the IoT network trafﬁc with the KDD Cup data set. Khammassi et al. [53], the author uses
Genetic Algorithm (GA) to detect the various types of network intrusions by applying the standard
KDD99 benchmark dataset and obtained reasonable detection rate.
Chen et al. [54] also addresses some of the constraints in the wireless such mobility, no central points,
constraint in terms of the wireless link bandwidth and limited resources. These factors need to address in
order to develop a comprehensive IDs mainly for wireless systems alone.
4.2 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
Bridges et al. [55] has addressed some concerns and research challenges towards the IDS design in WSN
in terms of communications and networking aspects. Since WSN works in the distributed nature, the author
suggests ways to secure the strategies which is limited in terms of resources. One main concern is the
infrastructure less nature of the WSN makes it very hard to design secured algorithms and models like
routing, encryption and communications for WSN. Moreover, the limited resources of WSN nodes in
terms of bandwidth, throughput and battery power also need to be taken into consideration. The nodes in
WSN are subjected physical attacks such as tampering and hijacking which may affect the operations of
the network. And the nature of wireless links is prone to eavesdropping attacks which can easily expose
important information to adversary which may lead to DOS attacks eventually. In WSN, there is no such
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thing as centralized trusted authority and any decisions made must be performed collaboratively. So, when
designing IDS in WSN, this limitation have to be taken into consideration. So as a recommendation for IDS
design in WSN, for mobile sensor network where nodes are always in the moving position, a distributed or
cooperative IDS design is more suitable as it is robust, scalable and fast. Butun et al. [33,55,56] and Alrajeh
et al. [57] proposed such IDS designs for mobile wireless sensor network. Whereas for static sensor network
with centralized computing unit, a centralized IDS design is recommended as they are capable in detecting
wider range of attacks. Wang et al. recommended such scheme and can be a good point to start with. As for
the cluster-based network with hierarchical arrangement of cluster head nodes and cluster nodes, a
hierarchical IDS design would be the most suitable. The work by Su et al. [58] is suitable if the network
is steady and no nodes required to be added in the future. On the other hand, if the network is very
dynamic in nature and needs to be expanded then the work by Bao et al. [59] is more suitable.
4.3 Mobil Ad Hoc Network
Mobile ad hoc networks consist of many features such as dynamic nature of topology, limited energy and
improper security that makes it very complex [60]. Due to these, they are very vulnerable to attacks and various
IDS have been proposed in the literature. Since the nodes in ad hoc are always mobile, the IDss proposed in the
wired network cannot be directly applied to MANET. Moreover security in MANET is a very serious concern
due to not having a ﬁxed topology, very vulnerable media that is open and any malicious nodes can just create
attacks due to hostile environment [61]. In order to consider IDS in MANET few constrains needs to be
considered such as (i) very hard to perform centralized management due to unﬁxed infrastructure, (ii) a lot
of bandwidth usage due to large numbers of nodes, (iii) the bandwidth constraint of wireless channels, (iv)
false positive and false negative alarms due to the distributed nature of IDS in MANET and lastly
protection of IDS in wireless itself is already a critical factor [62].
So in order to address some of these challenges, the wireless IDS should be distributed and collaborative in
nature and this is proven in the work by Mohammadi et al. [63], Khan et al. [64], and Keramatpour et al. [65]
follow this idea. Whereas, Kachirski et al. [66] and Daniel et al. [67] employ the alternative way variation of the
distributed and collaborative architectures. This kind of distributed nature is good for detecting security
incidents but requires a lot of resources and hard to be implemented in tiny devices like PDA [68].
5 Conclusion
This paper presents a survey to re-architecting IDS design to accommodate IoT and Manet characteristics.
We holistically presented the review, from basic IDS deployment strategies to trafﬁc analysis and wireless
network recommendations. The overall survey gives the reader a complete understanding of what an IDS is,
the data or trafﬁc involved in detecting an anomaly, and some design challenges in adopting wired IDS
design into wireless IDS. The paper's main highlight focuses on the design challenges of IDS in wireless
networks such as MANET, IoT, and VANET. Based on existing research gaps, trafﬁc headers speciﬁc to
wireless networks (from 802.11 frames and data link layer) should be more heavily weighted in the network
analysis. The paper concludes with several recommendations and guidelines for IDS design that are mainly
effective against intrusions in the wireless space.
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